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From “The Law of Nature”to “Free Will”
BD 7881

received 28.04.1961

Taking notice of God's plan of Salvation ....
e fact that I reveal My plan of Salvation to you should make you realise
the signiﬁcance of the time you live in. e knowledge I convey to you in
all clari is intended to give you an insight into My reign and activi , it
explains to you the purpose of your earthly life, the meaning and purpose
of creation .... this knowledge is so momentous and extensive that it could
not humanly be oﬀered to you .... such knowledge can only be imparted
to you through the working of My spirit. e light I transmit to earth
can shine exceedingly brightly and dispel the darkness if you humans
are receptive to it, if you allow yourselves to be impressed by it as soon
as I address you .... And the reason why I transmit this extraordinary
knowledge is because you are approaching the end .... If you have been
informed of My plan of Salvation you will also understand that one period
of Salvation comes and must come to an end, for then you will only look
at everything from the point of view that the fallen spirits must be given
every opportuni to start the path of return to Me .... be it the human being
or the spiritual substances which are still bound in the creations which, in
their fundamental substance, emerged from Me as a being and shall also
return to the Father's house as a being again ....
Since you know My eternal plan of Salvation you will also know about the
inﬁnitely long process of development which the fallen spirits have to travel
in order to ascend again .... In that case you will also mercifully consider
those who have not yet reached the stage of a human being and which
suﬀer in their constraints because they originally came forth from Me as a
free spirit .... And you will also know that it is due to the human being's free
will if he fails during his earthly life, and that this free will therefore creates
his own fate .... that his life on earth is unwarranted if he makes no use of
his embodiment as a human being .... Hence you can understand that this
spiritual being forfeits its own earthly life and that the termination of one
period of Salvation is merely an act of love on My part, Who also wants
to help the advancement of those spirituals substances who long for their
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ﬁnal form so as to be able to release themselves for good by taking the ﬁnal
path across earth as a human being .... And I inform you humans of My
plan of Salvation in the last days as a special grace because it will make it
easier for you to believe in an end once you have correctly recognised the
correlations .... For even if a thousand years are like a day before Me ....
the last day which has been determined for eterni will nevertheless arrive
sooner or later .... And then I will separate the sheep from the goats .... and
those who are and remain faithful to Me will be saved, none of those need
be afraid when the earth begins to tremble, for their life will be guaranteed
for all eterni ....
erefore, understand My Words correctly and don't doubt Me and My
Word, which comes to you from above announcing a near end to you and
which will fulﬁl itself because it is the truth .... ose who take notice of
My revelations should really ﬁnd it easy to believe since you are aware of
all the correlations .... For I have revealed My `plan of Salvation'to you,
you have received extraordinary knowledge to enlighten you, so that you
will be able to believe .... You cannot persuade Me not to carry out My
plan of Salvation, you cannot delay the day of the end because it has been
predetermined for eterni .... But every one of you can belong to those to
whom I have promised My protection if they remain faithful to Me .... you
can belong to the few righteous people whom My arm will protect, whom
I will li away from earth when the hour has come which signiﬁes the
end for all creations on, in and above the earth .... For My might is great,
My love is inﬁnite and applies to all as yet unredeemed spiritual beings,
and My wisdom truly knows when the time is right for a necessary change
if the higher development is to continue in accordance with My eternal
order .... And My love, wisdom and might will constantly be at work when
it concerns the return of all fallen spirits who shall come home into My
Fatherly house ....
Amen
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BD 8919

received 28.01.1965

What is the world? ....
us you can look at the world with all its creations as a kingdom belonging
to My opponent, for it shelters all fallen spiritual substances, it is just that
he is deprived of them during the time when they embody one form a er
another. And yet the world was created by My love, wisdom and might and
My adversary has no part in it, despite the fact that it belongs to him he has
no control over his world .... And it has arisen in all its beau , sheltering
the most marvellous creations of all kinds .... My love, wisdom and might
can be noticed everywhere .... and although I constrained the rebellious
spiritual substances within these creations the act of creation was a happy
one for Me which enabled My once emanated strength to become active
again, because the strength I externalised as a `being'refused to be active
and by rejecting My strength of love also rendered itself incapable of it.
And thus I gave this strength a task again .... by bringing a world into
existence with all its innumerable creations .... but also with participation
of the beings that had remained faithful to Me for they, too, had the power
to create. ey knew My thoughts, My plan of Salvation and experienced
their working with Me as exceptional happiness. eir love concerned their
fallen brothers whom they wanted to help li out of the abyss. e fact
that this process required an inﬁnitely long time from a human point of
view did not bother them, for they were perfect and therefore lacked all
concept of time .... Nor did the concept of time exist before the stage of the
human being. It only started when the human being entered the creation
as a self-aware being and it will not lose this concept of time and space
again until he becomes perfect once more .... And this concept of time can
be seen in all creations, where every form .... be it in the mineral, plant
or animal world .... always has a limited time span at its disposal and thus
higher development always depends on certain periods .... which thus also
explain the perpetual changes which constantly can be observed in nature
and which subsequently also determine the perpetual return of the seasons,
of spring, summer, autumn and winter ....
Everything took place in unsurpassed wisdom, which always and forever
will remain unchanged as long as creation exists, for everything proceeds
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according to divine law. And the various diﬀerent worlds are subject to different laws again .... Yet each one contributes towards higher development,
and each one takes the already achieved degree of maturi into account.
is is why I look upon My creation with pleasure because I don't see
in it the fallen spirits but only the means for their ascent, and I consider
all means as an expression of My love and wisdom which one day will
accomplish the return of the fallen spirits to Me. And you humans may
take pleasure in My creation, for it oﬀers you works of wonder which you
are unable to create yourselves. You can only ever see and marvel, but you
carelessly take no notice of what testiﬁes to your Creator's wisdom, love
and might. And yet this whole world only came into being because of you,
and you are its crowning glory, you are the once fallen spirits which are on
the last short path of return .... Everything you can see around you served
to achieve your degree of maturi ; you have merely overcome all these
forms already.
But in the last stage as a human being My adversary has power over you
again which I cannot deny him but which you can take away from him
yourselves by directing your will towards Me .... And once more all beings
of light will stand by you in order to support you in your battle against him,
for they all want you to become free from him .... who alone was the cause
of the origin of the earthly world because he had pulled you down into the
abyss. You, however, must decide for yourselves which lord you want to
join, and this decision alone determines your fate in eterni ....
Amen

BD 8770

received 04.03.1964

e process of creation has taken eternities ....
e process of creation was not the work of a moment, even though it
truly would have been within My power .... but then creation would have
missed its purpose, since it was intended to ensure a gradual development
from the abyss to the pinnacle and therefore continued for an inﬁnitely
long time. Hence you humans should understand that the description in
the Scriptures, in the Book of the Fathers, only informs you of this act
of creation in a pictorial manner, because people who still lack deeper
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awareness would be unable to understand the true process, and it is only
intended to teach them that creation once came forth from My hand, that
it was and is the work of My will and My might ....
Anyone who wants to delve deeper will also come to a more profound understanding. At ﬁrst it is only necessary to know of a Power Which brought
everything into existence the human being can see around himself, as well
as the creations he is unable to see. Before the far-reaching correlations can
be explained to him he has to know about the original beginning of what
My strength of love emanated as independent beings .... And he has to
know about these beings'apostasy from Me and the immense original sin
with which the beings were then burdened. Only then can the emergence
of creation and the process of return through creation be explained to him.
But anyone with an unenlightened spirit will hold on to the letter and will
never clearly understand it since he is not open to instructions by spiritually
enlightened people either.
Every work of creation required an inﬁnitely long time of preliminary
development which, however, always related to the spiritual substance
which should progress within a work of creation .... It had fallen so low
that it also needed an endless length of time in order to ascend again
within the various kinds of creations .... from the most primitive to the
most beautifully formed works brought into existence by My will in order
to shelter the spiritual substance and enable its path of ascent .... And
therefore the creation work Earth, too, was, in the beginning, a mere
cluster of utterly immature spirits whose substances gradually condensed
to form a mass which could not yet be described as hard matter but had to
be understood as basic elements, without form but with tremendous eﬀect
of strength, for they contained totally uncontrolled spiritual substances.
Yet My wisdom distributed everything in the right measure and used every
element for My creative work, so that separate forms arose which had to
comply with their destined purpose; and thus began the slow construction
of the visible works of creation which continued for an endless time until
the earth started to show vegetation and increasingly more mature spiritual
substances were able to occupy those creations to travel the path of higher
development in this plant world. en followed the ﬁrst living beings ....
creations, which could already perform a certain, albeit very small, task
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imposed on them by natural law.
And, again, an inﬁnitely long time of development passed from these
minute living beings to the world of animals which included ever larger
and stronger forms, in which many spiritual substances had already come
together and united in order to keep fulﬁlling the task of cultivating the
earth for the ﬁnal crowning work of divine creation .... for the human being
.... who had to pass through all those preliminary stages and whose soul
now is the composition of all those tiny particles which belonged to a once
fallen original spirit and which, in a dissolved state, had to go through all
works of creation in order to gradually evolve again in this way.
Consequently, the human being could not have been created at the time
of `creating the world'.... just as all works of creation have never been
My instant work, precisely because the slow advancement had to proceed
ﬁrst or the whole of the creation work would have been meaningless and
without purpose, for it did not come into being for My sake but for the
sake of My fallen living creations and thus was also meant to fulﬁl the
purpose of leading the fallen spirits back to Me again. And yet, every work
of creation was My externalised thought which was always implemented
when the spiritual substance had reached a certain degree of maturi and
required a new form in order to continue its path of development. And
thus diﬀerent creations arose periodically. e plant world only became
necessary when the world of rocks released the spiritual substance which
then required a new and lighter form .... And likewise small and minute
living creations arose a er the creation of the plant world .... And only I
knew when one was necessary for the other, and I also knew how much
time the larger living creations, the animals up to the Pre-Adamites, would
need to mature their embodied soul-substances. Hence I also knew when
the time had come that the individual tiny particles of the spiritual being
had merged again in order to embody itself as `soul'in the last form. en I
externalised a work of creation again .... the human being, whose external
shape is so skilfully created that a maturing to ﬁnal perfection will be
possible. And this creation of the human being also occurred an inﬁnitely
long time ago, which you humans cannot establish since your concept of
time is still limited, but My work of return has already lasted for an eterni .
And although eternities had passed before the appearance of the human
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being, before the earth with all its works of creation was ready for the
human being to take possession of it for the purpose of his ﬁnal maturing,
this point in time is also very remote, because time and again periodical
immense upheavals and changes occur on earth which make it impossible
to calculate the duration of time since the beginning of earth and of the
human being.
But this is certain, you humans will only be able to gain a real insight
into My eternal plan of Salvation when you have attained the appropriate
degree of enlightenment yourselves .... For until then you will be intellectually incapable to envision the length of time for which the concept
of `eternities'could be applied .... And for as long as your spirit is still
unenlightened it has to be explained to you in an illustrative manner ....
Only an awakened spirit will be able to gain deeper insight, yet ultimate
wisdom will only become explicable when it enters the kingdom of light
where everything can be revealed because everything will then also be
comprehensible ....
Amen

BD 8252

received 26.08.1962

Time concept of earth's evolution ....
e evolution of earth required an inﬁnitely long time .... Even if you
humans want to set up a concept of time for this you are unable to think
that far back because it exceeds your intellectual capaci . Yet you should
know that the apostasy of the beings I created took place during an equally
long period of time but that the concept of `time'is not applicable for this
slow developmental stage of earth because this concept only exists for the
self-aware being in its stage of imperfection, since the concept of time no
longer exists for the perfect being. is is why people will only ever be able
to estimate the individual stages of the creation work `earth'but never even
come close to the truth .... unless they apply the concept of `eternities'....
For the apostasy from Me has taken eternities, and the same period of time
will be needed to return the spirits which had deserted Me.
And if you humans now considered that you are close to joining Me again
completely .... if you considered that these eternities are already behind
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you and that you can soon ﬁnish your ascending process of development
and succeed in completely liberating yourselves from the form .... if you
considered that your apostasy from Me happened eternities ago and that
you can now lessen this immense original sin and become completely
released from it with the help of Jesus Christ .... then you would truly
only be moved by the one thought of sincerely giving yourselves to the
divine Redeemer Jesus Christ and appeal to Him to grant you the strength
to establish your ﬁnal uniﬁcation with your God and Father, Whom you
can now recognise in Jesus Christ and for this reason entrust yourselves to
Him in love and humili in order to cancel your past sin of arrogance and
heartlessness ....
Your thinking will only ever move within limitations, and thus you cannot
understand that an endless time has passed in which you were constrained
by My will, which had removed you from My adversary's control so as
to enable your higher development .... And you cannot be granted the
retrospect of this endlessly long path .... because it would no longer be
possible for you to continue your path across earth in free will, since you
would be driven by fear to live according to My will, and then you would
never be able to become perfect .... as this requires free will. However, if you
know about your soul's process before its incarnation as a human being,
your sense of responsibili will be stronger and then the results of people's
research will also be of value, who think they can prove that the evolution
of earth and its inhabitants took thousands of years and which should
make you wonder how long you have been on earth already .... albeit not
as self-aware beings ....
Yet then you will also know that the whole of creation shelters spiritual
beings on their upward process of development in order to once again
become what they had been in the beginning: free, self-aware beings, able
to be active in strength and light as they were intended to be when I created
them through the strength of My love .... It can only ever be believed since
evidence of it cannot be given .... but even faith can become a conviction if
the human being in his last stage on earth tries to bring his nature into line
with that of his God and Father, if he changes himself to love and thereby
unites himself with Me .... For as soon as I can be present to him because I
Am love Itself he will also be able to believe with certain and know that he
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only lives on earth in order complete his task a er his inﬁnitely long path.
And he will wholeheartedly strive towards Me and thus ﬁnd uniﬁcation
with Me, his Father of eterni , and be inconceivably happy ....
Amen

BD 6930

received 29.09.1957

e soul's process of development before embodiment ....
You humans have passed through many forms .... i.e., your real Self, your
soul, had to go through a long process of development before it was allowed
to incarnate in a human body .... And this process of development was the
path through all the works of creation .... Dissolved into countless minute
particles the soul had to animate each one of these works of creation and
thus slowly mature, as soon as various particles had joined each other they
had to constantly enter new forms, and all forms .... the innumerable works
of creation .... contributed towards the maturing of these substances of soul
until, ﬁnally, all particles were allowed to come together again and as a
human soul enter and give life to the last form, the human body. Hence
you all had to travel this path of development since due to your past fall
into sin the separation from God became so great that the soul in its lifeless
state, which was the result of its apostasy, would never have been able to
overcome this vast distance from Him. It ﬁrst had to be brought back to
life. But life could not be granted to the beings which had become sinful ....
they had to acquire it through being of service. However, the being would
never serve voluntarily because it would have been prevented from doing
so by God's adversary, whom it had followed into the abyss ....
But it wasn't meant to remain eternally subject to death, it was meant to
be given the opportuni to attain life .... and this `opportuni 'was the
creation. God seized the fallen spirits from His adversary and made them
serve Himself, He gave every work of creation its purpose according to
natural law and made it fulﬁl this purpose in a state of compulsion.
As a result it had to be of service and, if only a er an inﬁnitely long
time, thereby acquired a weak life which nevertheless enabled it to become
constantly more active. For every being having once emerged from God's
love was His emanated strength which wants to be active .... However, the
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beings which had joined God's adversary rejected God's illumination of
love which is needed for living, thus for a being's activi , and therefore it
fell into the state of death. And were it le to the being itself it would never
be able to come alive again because its fall into the abyss made it completely
helpless. For this reason God called a work into existence which at ﬁrst
ruled out the being's will for activi , which subordinated itself entirely to
His will and which, through `natural law', carried out the purpose He had
assigned to this work, to the whole of creation.
His plan consisted of slowly bringing back to life what was lifeless, of giving
it the possibili to be active again. And thus it was joined to the individual
works of creation in tiny particles and through natural law obliged to get
active again .... It was bound in these creations and unable to resist, it
had to be of service .... but thereby was also able to reach the degree of
development which gained it ever more freedom and ﬁnally also placed the
spiritual being into the state of free will, from where it then has to decide
whether it wants to continue its ascent or return into the abyss once more
.... For God certainly helps the being to ascend but He does not compel it if
it wants to descend. is decision of free will therefore takes place during
the ﬁnal stage of development on this earth .... when the soul is embodied
as a human beings and can use its free will again at its own discretion
.... en the human being must recognise the great mercy of the former
process of development and make conscious use of his earthly life, he must
prove himself worthy and have the will that his ﬁnal stage shall take him to
the goal, he must strive whole-heartedly for his perfection and thus prove
that he belongs to God; he must do whatever it takes so as not to fall again
into the hands of the one from whom God's love had helped him become
free throughout inﬁnitely long times .... He must not live carelessly during
this short time but again and again only remember the spiritual goal which
will release him from all constraints, which signiﬁes the reunion with God
in light and strength and happiness .... And thus you humans were given
earthly life for the sake of liberating your soul from a bondage which was
placed upon you by God's adversary since time immemorial but which was
its own fault and thus it will also have to remove its own share in order to
gain its freedom and everlasting life ....
Amen
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BD 5125

received 5. - 6.5.1951

Process of development ....
Law of compulsion ....
Stage of free will ....
Nothing is without purpose and goal .... Everything in existence was created
by God and brought to life to fulﬁl a purpose. Consequently, everything
also has its function; it has to serve in some way or other in order to fulﬁl
its purpose. Even the smallest work of creation, the smallest living being,
has its task which it has to comply with and eﬀectively is forced to do so,
because every creation is subject to natural law, thus it is unable to act
unlawfully.
Nevertheless, even an accomplished task in the law of compulsion is
eﬀectively a service, for it will always beneﬁt another work of creation, it is
necessary for the emergence and preservation of same. And thus, nothing
in the entire universe is without purpose, or was created for no reason.
e ﬁnal purpose and destiny, however, is the liberation of the spiritual
substance, towards which the whole of creation contributes in accordance
with God's wise plan of eterni . e whole of creation only came into being
for the purpose of liberating the spiritual substance, and every single work
of creation complies with this destiny in the law of compulsion.
e human being, however, is an exception, he is indeed God's work of
creation too, nevertheless, his thoughts, will and actions are not subject
to the law of compulsion. e external human being, the physical body,
is still subject to the law of compulsion, because this consists of spiritual
substances which are still at the beginning of development. His soul,
however, enjoys a certain amount of freedom, it is able to develop in line
with its own will, thus God has not subjected it to this law. All the same,
even the soul's development, its release from the constraint of earthly
matter, depends on its will to occupy itself in a helpful manner .... thus,
again, service is the actual purpose of its earthly life. And since it is not
forced into a helpful activi , love has to develop within itself, which is the
most certain impulse for helpful activi .
What occurred and was achieved during an inﬁnitely long time in the law of
compulsion shall now experience its culmination as human being, but of its
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own volition. e human being should serve with love in order to become
completely liberated from the constrained state, which the soul regards as a
limitation and restriction of its original abundance of strength and light ....
e human being's soul can reach this goal on earth if it has the sincere will
to do so, yet it does not have to attain it, because God gave it freedom of will
to enable its free decision for Him or His adversary, who caused its loss of
freedom and from whom it therefore has to liberate itself. Loving service is
the key to liberation from this inﬁnitely long captivi .... What the spiritual
substance had to do in line with God's will during the long path through
all of creation, it should now, in the ﬁnal stage, do of its own volition .... it
should serve because of love .... ereby it demonstrates its divine origin,
for love characterises the divine being and it shapes itself again into its
original nature, it accepts again what it had voluntarily abandoned due to
arrogance. As soon as the human being serves with love his oﬀence against
God will be cancelled, he will have le the state of sinfulness and will have
found his way back to God, from Whom he wanted to distance himself
.... (had distanced himself ) he has recognised his childship and desires to
enter into the right kind of relationship with the Father, and through love
he will become a true child of God ....
Yet it all has to take place in free will, and this is his test of earthly life which
he absolutely has to pass. e human being is able to reach this goal since
he will receive help from God in every way, but he may also have completed
the inﬁnitely long process of development in the law of compulsion in
vain if he, instead of progressing in the stage of a human being, comes to
a standstill or even slips back. en he will misuse his free will again ....
he does not use the many opportunities at his disposal to reach the goal,
and then he will also have to accept the consequences .... a repeated path
through all of creation. One day he will surely reach his goal, but it is up
to the being itself to decide the duration of its captivi , for God gave it free
will which He respects so that it can become perfect ....
Amen
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BD 6295

received 26.06.1955

Development of earth and human being ....
You can come to Me with complete truth and ask My any question that
moves you, for I will always answer it such that it will help you. However,
you can only grasp a limited amount of knowledge .... yet what I impart to
you is suﬃcient in order to grant you an insight into My eternal plan of Salvation .... it is also suﬃcient for you in order to explain it to and teach other
people .... and in order to reveal to you My love, wisdom and omnipotence.
And I will add to this knowledge the more you progress yourselves, the
more receptive you become to My light and strength .... for it is My aim
that you shall become as perfect as you were in the very beginning, and this
also involves profound realisation .... the comprehensive knowledge about
My reign and activi , about My Nature and your goal ....
It took an inﬁnitely long time for you humans to advance from the abyss
to the point which permits human existence .... is inﬁnitely long time
until the development up to the human being had occurred was necessary
because everything can only develop in lawful order .... no phases of
development can be le out at will, hence these phases of development
had to take place in accordance with My eternal plan of Salvation and thus
appropriate creations were also required for this development .... which as
`pre-historic'has become a concept to you. Although the human need for
research certainly attempts to calculate the duration of this pre-historic time
yet only with very limited success, for the slow advancement of the spiritual
substances .... as well as the emergence of creation .... which you are now
able to behold as human beings, has taken eternities; they were inﬁnitely
long periods of time for which the word `eternities'is certainly the right
word .... e concept of time, however, only began when the living creation
`Man'was called into being by Me, for prior to that the living beings were
not rational enough as to enable them to think and reason independently,
as to enable them to live consciously and to grasp the concepts of `past present and future'.
Only the being endowed with common sense and free will can be called `a
human being', which was suﬃciently capable of thinking in order to acquire
a certain amount of realisation and live accordingly .... Hence from this
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time onwards one can speak of the conscious development towards ascent,
where the once fallen spirits were given the opportuni to return to Me for
good .... e creation of the ﬁrst human being was the beginning of a period
of Salvation where free will became the crucial factor and not My will, as
was the case in pre-historic times, where everything took place under the
law of compulsion which irrevocably had to result in higher development
.... And now you wonder how long the `human being'has populated the
earth already .... whereby you only ever mean the rational human being
who is capable of making his own free decisions and as whose descendants
you regard yourselves ....
e ﬁrst human being capable of accepting responsibili for his actions
and thoughts was Adam .... even though human-like beings already existed
before Adam in all parts of the world who instinctively carried out much of
which is assumed was human thinking but who nevertheless were impelled
by spiritual intelligences, who thus served ascending spiritual substances
as a shell and in the law of compulsion carried out what was needed for
the development of the creation of Earth .... to become a dwelling place for
future human beings. ey were human species whose instincts and compulsive impulses broke through incredibly strongly but who nevertheless
could not be held responsible because they, too, contributed towards the
fact that spiritual substances were constantly released and able to embody
themselves anew .... because everything just served to prepare an area for
the human being which was suitable to pass their last test of will .... ese
human-like beings were therefore physically already very akin to the form
I had prepared for the human being Adam when the time for the fallen
original spirits had come to have their free will returned in order to then
be able to liberate themselves from the form altogether. Time and again
pre-historic creations released spiritual substances, and the development
of what to a certain extent had advanced the whole emergence of earth in
its bound state continued to progress .... and thus the time eventually came
for this spiritual substance to make a free decision ....
And this was the beginning of the epoch of Salvation which is of signiﬁcance
for you because it enabled the being to use its free will and intellect and
thus live a conscious life .... However, the beginning of this epoch is so
inﬁnitely far in the past that you humans are unable to make any relevant
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calculations .... yet due to My will the most important periods and their
events remain known to you, and although you also divide them into well
ordered time-spans .... it is entirely irrelevant for your own development.
Yet the endless number of fallen spirits necessitates an inﬁnitely long time
of higher development .... therefore you are no longer capable of estimating
the duration of the pre-historic time .... just as the embodiment as a human
being will have to take place on such a large scale that it will take eternities
.... It will not be possible for you humans to determine the beginning of
this epoch scientiﬁcally, yet you will always believe otherwise, because it
is in the human being's nature while he is still imperfect that he mentally
limits everything that is in the past .... but never wants to acknowledge that
there is a limit for the time ahead of him .... consequently he does not reject
a beginning .... but an end seems impossible to him. e former, however,
is irrelevant whereas the latter is so extremely important that the human
being should direct his whole attention only to what lies ahead of him ....
that one period of Salvation will come to an end, as did so many before ....
but that My eternal plan of Salvation will remain .... that there will never be
an end as far as the act of Salvation is concerned .... that an endless number
of fallen spirits also require an inﬁnitely long time for their return and that
time and again I will give these spirits the opportuni to ascend from the
deepest abyss to the light .... to Me, from Whom they once came ....
Amen

BD 2513

received 16.10.1942

Pre-historic human beings ....
Responsibili ....
roughout inﬁnitely long periods of time earth has evolved such that it
can be home to countless living beings and therefore complies with its true
task as a place of education for the spirit .... During this time of evolution
the living beings still had a diﬀerent nature, they were more or less akin to
the evolving earth as far as any living being was at all able to live. ere were
numerous developmental periods and from a certain point onwards earth
was able to shelter living beings on its surface. However, as earth evolved
the more these increased in number, and thus the development of earth's
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external form advanced as well as the living beings, which were assigned to
earth for the purpose of higher development. It took an inconceivably long
time yet this process of evolution was necessary because the spirit within,
on the surface and above earth ﬁrst had to prove itself during the condition
of constraint, which the spirit in every work of creation is subjected to.
During this time of development the spirit passed its test and could slowly
evolve into a living being. e living conditions were considerably more
diﬃcult but it asserted itself and gradually evolved into some kind of
human being which, however, was completely diﬀerent from the present
day human being.
e being was still constrained, i.e. it acted instinctively, to some extent it
was still guided and did not have its own free will and intellect. Although
outwardly the being resembled the human being, it was still on the level
of the animal world in every other respect and lived in accordance with
divine natural law and therefore instinctively, without consciousness of its
actions. is being was not accountable yet, its life was subject to the law
of compulsion, motivated by its inherent instincts, which in turn expressed
themselves in the beings in accordance with divine will. ese living beings
were compatible with the primitive conditions of the earth's surface, but
to a certain extent they contributed towards the earth's development by
multiplying themselves and with their unconscious actions accelerated the
changes on the earth's surface, which became increasingly more suitable to
shelter more evolved living beings until the ﬁrst human beings, equipped
with free will and intellect, were assigned to live on this earth. ey could
make use of everything on earth and, instructed by God Himself, live or
were supposed to live a conscious life, which was the actual meaning and
purpose of their embodiment on earth. However, now the human being
was also answerable to God for his actions and thoughts. He had achieved a
certain degree of maturi which enabled him to live in keeping with God's
will and in view of this abili he now was also responsible how he used his
life, since it was up to him to utilise all his gi s. However, he was informed
of the consequences of his life during this incarnation on earth and thus he
is able to make use of his free will ....
Amen
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BD 9015

received 14. - 15.7.1965

Pre-Adamites ....
Long before the ﬁrst human beings lived on earth, who were equipped
by God with free will and intellect, human-like living creations whose
task it was to make the earth habitable for the succeeding human race
already existed. ey did their work instinctively, i.e. driven by natural
law .... in order to sustain themselves, they gathered fruit, harvested ﬁeld
products and built dwellings for themselves .... they did everything which
instinctively was of beneﬁt to them.
Yet they could not be held accountable for their actions, for they were not
yet embodied by a soul which contained all the minute particles of a fallen
original spirit. ese beings were already very much like human beings,
they had the same bodily form, yet they were neither self-aware nor able
to communicate with each other, only their desire for self-preservation was
strong and they o en lived to a great age. In a manner of speaking they
were of service to creation by contributing towards changing the earth's
surface which became ever better prepared as a suitable abode for the
needs of human beings. However, these beings were not yet given a task,
they merely served the still imperfect original spirits as a ﬁnal opportuni
to mature, which they then were to continue as a human being with free
will and intellect.
Hence these prehistoric people .... the Pre-Adamites .... could not be considered real `human beings', for their nature, their appearance and their
every activi was more in line with an animal, which is still far behind in its
development, only the form was similar to a human being. is is why later
people named these living creations prehistoric-man, but which could not
be compared to the human being in possession of free will and awareness,
which he was also meant to use intellectually in the right manner.
Nor can it be said that the human being evolved from this Pre-Adamite,
since the human being was a new creation which God only externalised
a er many of the ﬁrst original spirits awaited their embodiment.
e
prehistoric being was one of many creations which all had to serve their
purpose of preparing an abode for the later appearing human being that
would guarantee him a carefree earthly life. e Pre-Adamites were those
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human-like beings which could not be held responsible because they lived
instinctively, like animals .... who lived on earth long before human beings
.... who were not self-aware and could only live in groups .... who thus
could only be found where human beings would later settle, for whom
they prepared the speciﬁc area with their consistent activi . is was the
beings'innate characteristic and expressed itself by cultivating large areas
of ﬁelds, by systematically sowing essential substances and by harvesting
such stretches of land .... ey did this entirely unconsciously, resulting
from a natural instinct of self-preservation ....
ey fought each other
and the stronger won. And thus they also contributed to the fact that
constantly new spiritual beings incarnated themselves, if only for a brief
period of time, to prove their strength, when more or less strong impulses
asserted themselves which gradually weakened the longer they lived and
then also slowly attained the maturi which enabled them to enter their
ﬁnal embodiment as a human being.
us human-like beings had already existed long before the ﬁrst human
beings, but they cannot in any way be related to the real human beings.
ey were comparable to them in their external shape but they existed
like animals .... in their instincts as well as in their manner of procreation,
which evolved in line with their soul-substances, and were one of the
many works of creations which disappeared again a er they had completed
their earthly task, thus the beings no longer required such creations, and
they subsequently became extinct like so many creations which earth had
sheltered for a while in order to make place for new creations ....
But it cannot be said that the modern human being evolved from these
prehistoric creations, rather, he was and is a new creation, endowed with
free will and intellect, which then had to prove itself, thus he also received
his self-awareness again. To what degree the Pre-Adamites could also
use a certain amount of intelligence merely depended on the degree of
maturi of their embodied soul-particles which, however, were unable to
think and only expressed their intelligence through their active work, thus
unconsciously .... is activi nevertheless produced the greatest works of
wonder, as can o en be seen in nature that paths were created for these
beings to reach one another, that they created gorges and underground
passages and thus created the ﬁrst prerequisites for the human race so
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that the latter could then live the right kind of life when the time had
come for the ﬁrst original spirits to embody themselves as human beings
.... e more people spread, (original spirits awaited embodiment), the
more the prehistoric beings began to disappear which, however, only ever
happened in stages, until the human race began to populate the earth and
their probationary period began, when every once fallen original spirit had
to prove itself, and therefore the human being has to be equipped with
self-awareness, intellect and free will in order to travel the path across earth
which will lead him again to the Father from Whom he once originated.
Amen

BD 9016

received 16.07.1965

Time estimation not possible for people ....
I will always avoid allowing you to feel abandoned by Me, for you shall turn
to Me with all your needs and cares and you will always receive an answer,
because I know what troubles you and I Am always willing to take them
from you if you trustingly hand them over to Me .... You need not worry in
the slightest for I will think on your behalf, I know what bothers you and
what questions come to your mind ....
Inﬁnitely long periods have passed during which people already inhabited
the earth, for the estimation of time you deduce from the Book of the
Fathers is only warranted insofar as it shows the respective spiritual state
of the people at the time, but that humani inhabited the earth for an
extremely long time already .... that only those happenings were recorded
for their orientation which were of signiﬁcance for humani 's development
.... but that it is no longer possible to determine the duration of these times,
you would never come to the right conclusion. However, this much is
certain, that although many earthly periods have passed by already, the
human being is still the same creation today that he was then .... that he
was able to use his intellect from the start and that he was always troubled by
the same problems which still bother people today, as far as they concerned
the reason and purpose of their existence. For the gi to contemplate such
things was given by Me to people from the start. Even in those days people
discovered signs of pre-historic creatures already although they did not
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acknowledge them as their own kind since they diﬀered considerably, and
the ﬁrst people knew that people like themselves had not existed before
them, for they recognised themselves as a new creation, they knew that
their existence had started an act of creation which had not happened
before .... .
ey knew that they were able to talk to each other and that it was possible
for every created human being to communicate with his fellow human
beings. Besides, pre-historic beings were not known to them, nor did they
know all the pre-historic creations they had to pass through themselves
before they were allowed to embody themselves as human beings. Yet at no
time have pre-Adamites lived together with people on earth, because they
became extinct before people appeared on earth. Coexistence could never
have taken place because it did not correspond to My plan of eterni , which
could not have created something imperfect at a time when the perfect
human being should prove himself as the crowning glory of creation. For
the human being was unconscious of all pre-historic creations, he did not
know his long process through the works of creation on earth, and thus as
a new creation he had to be perfect and capable of receiving a soul, because
the human being started a completely new path on earth with the goal of
ﬁnal uniﬁcation with Me. e fact that the human being, due to his own
fault, failed to reach this ﬁnal union is not related to the process through
the previous stages, for every soul which is permitted to embody itself as a
human being one day has also reached the degree of maturi which allows
for such an embodiment.
But it is impossible for people to establish the precise duration of humani 's existence on earth, nor will they receive clariﬁcations in that respect
because it is irrelevant how long people have lived on earth already, and
by the same token it cannot be established when those pre-historic people
lived. However, it is certain that they preceded the human being, that ages
ago they dwelled everywhere as a creation which likewise served the maturing of innumerable tiny particles of soul, and thus they also contributed
towards the higher development of these tiny particles which subsequently
were allowed to embody themselves in a human being again. You humans
can no longer establish it timing-wise, nor will it be possible for you, you
can estimate an approximate period but will never know as to whether it
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is correct, for every single human being's live-span is limited. My creation,
however, has existed for eternities, which will indeed remain eternities for
you until you reach the light one day .... en you will know that even the
concept of eterni is but a ﬂeeting moment for Me ....
Amen

BD 9022

received 22.07.1965

Prehistoric people? ....
You only need to turn to Me with an appeal to grant you an explanation
and I will not hesitate to answer. You don't realise that the act of creation
has taken inﬁnitely long periods of time, for you judge by your present
concepts to time, whereas the act of creation necessitated eternities, which
is rationally impossible for you to understand. Hence you are right in your
assumption that the pre-Adamites lived long before the human being ....
who was recognized as the true human being due to his self-awareness,
intellect and free will. Yet this does not exclude the fact that these human
beings had no knowledge of pre-historic people, they knew of their existence but described them as having lived long before themselves. But this
only happened a er the fall into sin, when I sent beings of light from above
amongst people which enlightened them as to their past process through all
creations .... Prior to this they had no knowledge of it at all, and thus no idea
about these human-like beings because .... wherever people were created
.... these beings had become extinct. However, since the growth of human
population advanced only slowly .... in keeping with the matured original
spirits .... the process of creation continued over a very long time, and thus
the earth was not inhabited by people everywhere at once, whereas the
pre-Adamites only became extinct when the creation work `Man'began to
appear.
Pre-historic people therefore have never lived with human beings together
at the same time, but the human being was created at diﬀerent times since
the conditions on earth, too, varied quite considerably and needed this
diversi , because even the original spirits developed diﬀerently, which is
not quite understandable to you humans yet. It is not as if people were
instantly created on earth, instead, everything took place such that one
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can speak of periodic creation, and every period brought forth such beings
until the human being with self-awareness, intellect and free will appeared
as the last work of creation. If I now use the term `at the same time', then
I mean the same period of creation which, however, was so long that it
cannot be expressed with numbers .... but that these pre-historic beings
preceded the real human being because no concept of time exists for Me
and to Me a thousand years are like a day. And the whole act of creation
took so long that people can no longer determine the length of time, only
the fact that everything developed, from matter to the mineral and plant
world .... through the animal kingdom up to the human being, but that I
also always created a new external shape for the tiny particles of soul as
they developed further.
Hence, the expression `they developed into the next being'only relates to
spiritual development, yet every external shape was a new creation which
always vanished again once it had completely fulﬁlled its purpose, on
account of which so many beings disappeared again once human beings
came into existence who were able to create and shape according to their
will .... us people did not live alongside pre-historic beings, but that does
not rule out that they didn't inhabit the earth at the same time, they just
lived so far apart that they had no knowledge of them, because the time
had not yet come for the human being to ﬁnd the right living conditions
he needed in order to survive there. Just one thing has to be clariﬁed,
that the earth was not populated at the same time with fully responsible
people, they came much later, whereas the pre-historic people still existed
wherever the earth was not yet suﬃciently developed. It is diﬃcult to give
you humans an idea as to how the whole work of creation took place, for
you are neither able to imagine the length of time in which this work was
completed nor the immense space that had to be populated by the small
particles of soul of the fallen original spirits.
is required great diversi which was entirely achieved by My thoughts,
so that I saw everything as a minute work of creation before Me and it
simultaneously arose as ﬁnished work .... so that the creation took on ever
larger forms wherein the soul particles were to mature, and it was teeming
with creations of the most varied kinds .... so that I placed every work of
creation where possibilities to mature were given. And thus the pre-historic
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beings were a creation which I placed wherever the future human race was
sooner or later expected to take possession of the earth in order to bring its
developing process to an end. But that the earth should exhibit the same
conditions everywhere was not intended by My versatile creative will, and
even today there are vast stretches of land where no human being can exist
because he lacks the conditions to survive, for which I have My reasons.
Yet it is certain that the human being's external shape was a work of My
love, that I created Man a er My image and that his soul, too, shall one
day become My image again which, however, was not the case with prehistoric people, they were unable to develop into the human being as he is
at present, irrespective of whether he attains spiritual maturi or not ....
Amen

BD 6591

received 09.07.1956

Knowledge about the process of pre-development ....
e knowledge about your soul's process before its embodiment as a human
being is appropriate during the last days before the end for all people who
go through life indiﬀerently and are unaware of their responsibili towards
their soul.
Although such people will not want to accept this knowledge it can nevertheless reveal to them a new point of view regarding their existence .... It
can explain much which was hitherto unknown to them, it can encourage
them to think and also unsettle them as they consider their future life,
which they will no longer be able to doubt if the knowledge corresponds
to the truth. A thinking person will not be able to reject it o and but only
few will be willing to accept it; yet it could still bring many people to their
senses before the end and prompt them to change their attitude towards
God ....
Imparting this knowledge by allowing people to gain an insight into His
plan of eterni is also one of the means still used by God in His love
because the end of this period of Salvation will also close the gates to the
kingdom of the beyond and there will only be the two options for continued
existence .... namely, as a human being on the new earth or as dissolved
spiritual substances banished anew in the creations. is knowledge was
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previously not essential because the immature souls were still able to gain
maturi in the kingdom of the beyond and thus had enough time for
their development, but people in the last days lack this opportuni and
thus God still wants to help them by other means to achieve the degree of
maturi which will prevent their banishment into hard matter.
Spiritual aspirants have indeed always been granted insight into God's
plan of Salvation, yet mainly for the sake of their own development or
in order to teach people with a particular thirst for knowledge, whose
appeal for clariﬁcation was granted by God .... In the last days, however,
this knowledge shall be distributed amongst people as admonition and
warning, for although people's past memory had been taken away from
them, their belief in the soul's previous inﬁnitely long path will nevertheless
awaken a certain sense of responsibili , and even an unbeliever can get
second thoughts about his way of life and these can surface time and again
like silent admonitions so that he will nevertheless consider them. And
occasionally such explanations can also ﬁll gaps in people's knowledge and
are then more likely to be accepted because the meaning and purpose of
creation become obvious .... yet only ever for thinking people who want
logical reasons in order to be able to believe.
Such people are thrown a lifeline by God which can draw them onto safe
ground .... And He will also let them ﬁnd ways to ﬁnd knowledge, He
will convey the knowledge of the plan of Salvation and the inﬁnitely long
process of the soul's development to where it will be needed, even though
not all people will need to know about it .... Yet God knows every individual
person's thoughts and considerations and wants to answer their questions
or dispel doubts .... But nothing He undertakes will be without meaning
and purpose, and whatever He conveys to earth in the form of knowledge
He, in His wisdom, has also recognised to be appropriate ....
Amen
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BD 7259

received 18.01.1959

e soul's process of pre-development ....
It is diﬃcult to convince people of the fact that they had already travelled an
inﬁnitely long path before they reached their existence as human beings.
It is diﬃcult, given that precisely this knowledge is not included in the
Gospel, which is the foundation of every church organisation. But God
knows why He did not incorporate this knowledge, why He did not give his
disciples the instruction to spread this knowledge, of which Jesus'disciples
were most certainly informed. He only gave them the task of proclaiming
the divine teaching of love, He made the commandments of love for God
and one's neighbour the subject of what they were to proclaim as Gospel
to their fellow human beings, which were also proclaimed by Jesus as a
human being on this earth. For every person who lives up to this teaching
of love will gain increasingly more knowledge and subsequently also ﬁnd
out about the human soul's inﬁnitely long process of pre-development,
which only has to pass its last test of will on earth.
e commandment of love is, in fact, the ﬁrst and most important commandment, a person will not beneﬁt from any knowledge, regardless of
how profound it is, if he fails to live a life of love. For even this knowledge
would just be misconstrued intellectual information since only love is the
key to realisation and without love everything will remain incomprehensible .... which is evident in the present time .... since the said information
will not be believed because it cannot be realised as long a person's thinking
is not illuminated by love. Everyone willing to love will dwell on it and
not entirely reject it but he might perhaps question why such knowledge
was not given to people earlier, why it isn't mentioned in the Book of
Books. And the same answer applies that knowledge is only of value for a
person if it has come alive through love .... is is why every kind-hearted
person will also be guided into deeper knowledge when the time is right.
But since humani is near the end they shall live even more responsibly.
e knowledge about the soul's process of preliminary development can
increase this sense of responsibili in people which, in view of the near
end, is not to be underestimated. Even people who are as yet unable to
believe can be prompted by thoughts to change their way of life. On the
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other hand, however, this knowledge is not necessary if a person lives a
life of love according to God's will. en he will receive the knowledge
instantly when he enters the kingdom of the beyond; he will brightly and
clearly recognise what appeared unbelievable or was entirely unknown to
him on earth.
But during the last days everything possible will be done on the part of
God for the human being to reach the goal with ease. His attention will
be drawn to his earthly task and the great signiﬁcance of fulﬁlling this
task, and in view of the end he will also be informed of the previous
development, although without proof. However, everyone can obtain this
proof for himself if he lived a life of love which could enlighten him and also
grant him the abili of spiritual vision. In that case a person would also be
able to observe the bustling spiritual activi within the various works of
creation, he would come to see the lives of animals and plants in a diﬀerent
light and he would no longer doubt that he, too, would have passed through
all these stages of pre-development .... But this presupposes a high degree
of love, hence the divine teaching of love must always take priori , i.e.,
the human being's attained degree of knowledge or realisation on earth
depends on his fulﬁlment of the commandments of love. Love is absolutely
necessary for the human being but he does not need to be knowledgeable,
because he can suddenly become brightly enlightened if he has lived a life
of love on earth. And this is why you humans should not be surprised
that the Gospel does not openly state something which nevertheless can
be found concealed within .... For the Word of God has various meanings,
which only a person living in love will come to understand .... en he will
also ﬁnd many references regarding the human being's pre-existence in the
creations of earth, and he will only ever attempt to pass his ﬁndings on to
his fellow human being although they will only be believed if this person,
too, is permeated by love ....
Amen
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BD 8819

received 24.06.1964

Who believes in the long path before human existence ....
Since your apostasy from Me eons of years have gone by .... this concept of
time is incomprehensible to you but you can put an end to it now if you
have the will to return to Me for good. You travelled this path dissolved
into minutely tiny particles, and all creations ﬁrst had to arise for you,
which required an incredibly long time, until all particles came together
again as the former original spirit that you were when you came forth
from Me .... Every stage of your development included untold preliminary
periods, no stage could be le out .... every ﬂower, every animal had to be
passed through, for you cannot see anything that hasn't taken on shape in
your soul already .... Yet who will believe this? Who believes that you have
covered an inﬁnitely long time before your existence as a human being,
and who lives up to the consequence of handing his entire will over to Me
during this last stretch of the way of return into the Father's house and
ﬁnally brings the long time of his development to an end?
You can only believe it all, but then you will do your utmost in order to
reach the end .... the release from the form. Yet who can disprove what you
learn from Me directly? Who can better explain the meaning and purpose
of earthly life? And why do you believe the one who presents life as an
end in itself? Because you are shrouded in spiritual darkness which is
My adversary's doing who instigated your apostasy from Me .... And this
spiritual darkness can only be li ed if I give you the right explanation, but
in order to respect your free will I leave it to you as to whether you accept it.
And if I put it to you that you will be banished again into hard matter, if I
warn and admonish you to seek release from the last shackle then it should
indeed prove My love for you, since I want to win all of you, My children,
back again .... But you don't believe it; you would rather believe that you
will completely cease to exist a er your physical death .... You will indeed
pass away but not in your spiritual substance, instead your consciousness
will be taken away from you again but your soul will travel the very painful
path of higher development once more ....
Oh, if only you believed, if only you realised that you are immortal and that
everything will be placed again where it belongs according to its degree of
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maturi , that you can liberate yourselves from every physical form and at
last .... a er an inﬁnitely long time .... return into your Father's house again,
that you only have to apply your will during the short lifetime on earth for
your soul's ﬁnal puriﬁcation. en you would truly do whatever it takes,
for the glories waiting for you in the kingdom of the beyond are without
equal .... But what makes you so certain that everything will be over with
this life? Who can prove this to you? You counteract My revelations with
your own reasoning. Your intellect, however, is subject to My adversary's
inﬂuence if your thinking does not strive towards Me. Hence there is great
spiritual darkness for he will keep you spiritually blind so as not to let you
ﬁnd the path to Me. And I can only be noticed by you through unusual
events which have an adverse eﬀect on you, and blessed is he who will then
still come to believe in Me, who wants to ﬁnd out the truth. I will reveal
Myself to him and help him gain realisation. For I take pi on all My living
creations who would be able to liberate themselves from their bondage
but, due to their weak will, My adversary will not set them free and they
cannot release themselves without the ﬂow of strength from Me .... which,
however, I cannot give to them as long as their will opposes Me ....
Amen

BD 5228

received 06.10.1951

Reply to unpleasant messages from Bietigheim ....
I want light to be brought to humani and therefore I have prepared bearers
of light for Myself who shall contribute to enlightening people's spirit with
their abundance of light, with knowledge they received supernaturally and
which completely corresponds to the truth, since I Myself Am the Provider
of this knowledge .... I Myself transmit this knowledge to earth so that
you humans can ﬁnd your way out of spiritual darkness and enter into the
bright light. I Am a God of love and mercy .... I know your weakness and
sinfulness, I want to help you and with much forbearance and patience
try to make you understand and change yourselves. Nevertheless, one day
the time will have passed which you were granted for your transformation.
And therefore I will constantly inform you humans as to what you should
do, how you should live and what fate will await you if you act in opposition
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to My will .... I tell you all this by sending you My messengers, who thus
proclaim Me and My will on My behalf ....
I Am a God of love, but also a God of justice, and I will keep My Word
.... Do you humans know what that means? .... at everything I have
promised you if you live in accordance with My will shall come to pass,
but that everything that I announced as a consequence of your resistance
to Me will also infallibly fulﬁl itself .... Eternal order has to be upheld, and
the law of eternal order also includes the fact that a speciﬁc cause will bring
about a speciﬁc eﬀect .... Everything takes its time, but once time has run
out the law will unfailingly fulﬁl itself ....
You humans do not have much time le , thus you would do well to get
used to the thought that you might suddenly get called away or, if you
are exceptionally blessed, that you will experience the end. Whatever
arguments you use against it .... they are misguided and will not change
the eternal plan of Salvation, which is known to everyone who seriously
endeavours to grasp My Word and understand it. What I proclaim through
My messengers to you humans is nothing new, references and warnings
about the end have constantly been given to seers and prophets since the
beginning of this period of Salvation, which must and will sound ever more
urgent the closer you get to the end. It is not due to lack of love on My part
when My Word fulﬁls itself, for even this ﬁnal event has its foundation
in My inﬁnite love .... to enable and support higher development of those
who failed of their own free will. I would not be a just God if I did not
create a balance in a world which is more and more governed by the prince
of darkness although it is destined to be a school for the spirit .... and must
become it again in accordance with My eternal plan of Salvation ....
Amen
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BD 7881

received 28.04.1961

Taking notice of God's plan of Salvation ....
e fact that I reveal My plan of Salvation to you should make you realise
the signiﬁcance of the time you live in. e knowledge I convey to you in
all clari is intended to give you an insight into My reign and activi , it
explains to you the purpose of your earthly life, the meaning and purpose
of creation .... this knowledge is so momentous and extensive that it could
not humanly be oﬀered to you .... such knowledge can only be imparted
to you through the working of My spirit. e light I transmit to earth
can shine exceedingly brightly and dispel the darkness if you humans
are receptive to it, if you allow yourselves to be impressed by it as soon
as I address you .... And the reason why I transmit this extraordinary
knowledge is because you are approaching the end .... If you have been
informed of My plan of Salvation you will also understand that one period
of Salvation comes and must come to an end, for then you will only look
at everything from the point of view that the fallen spirits must be given
every opportuni to start the path of return to Me .... be it the human being
or the spiritual substances which are still bound in the creations which, in
their fundamental substance, emerged from Me as a being and shall also
return to the Father's house as a being again ....
Since you know My eternal plan of Salvation you will also know about the
inﬁnitely long process of development which the fallen spirits have to travel
in order to ascend again .... In that case you will also mercifully consider
those who have not yet reached the stage of a human being and which
suﬀer in their constraints because they originally came forth from Me as a
free spirit .... And you will also know that it is due to the human being's free
will if he fails during his earthly life, and that this free will therefore creates
his own fate .... that his life on earth is unwarranted if he makes no use of
his embodiment as a human being .... Hence you can understand that this
spiritual being forfeits its own earthly life and that the termination of one
period of Salvation is merely an act of love on My part, Who also wants
to help the advancement of those spirituals substances who long for their
ﬁnal form so as to be able to release themselves for good by taking the ﬁnal
path across earth as a human being .... And I inform you humans of My
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plan of Salvation in the last days as a special grace because it will make it
easier for you to believe in an end once you have correctly recognised the
correlations .... For even if a thousand years are like a day before Me ....
the last day which has been determined for eterni will nevertheless arrive
sooner or later .... And then I will separate the sheep from the goats .... and
those who are and remain faithful to Me will be saved, none of those need
be afraid when the earth begins to tremble, for their life will be guaranteed
for all eterni ....
erefore, understand My Words correctly and don't doubt Me and My
Word, which comes to you from above announcing a near end to you and
which will fulﬁl itself because it is the truth .... ose who take notice of
My revelations should really ﬁnd it easy to believe since you are aware of
all the correlations .... For I have revealed My `plan of Salvation'to you,
you have received extraordinary knowledge to enlighten you, so that you
will be able to believe .... You cannot persuade Me not to carry out My
plan of Salvation, you cannot delay the day of the end because it has been
predetermined for eterni .... But every one of you can belong to those to
whom I have promised My protection if they remain faithful to Me .... you
can belong to the few righteous people whom My arm will protect, whom
I will li away from earth when the hour has come which signiﬁes the
end for all creations on, in and above the earth .... For My might is great,
My love is inﬁnite and applies to all as yet unredeemed spiritual beings,
and My wisdom truly knows when the time is right for a necessary change
if the higher development is to continue in accordance with My eternal
order .... And My love, wisdom and might will constantly be at work when
it concerns the return of all fallen spirits who shall come home into My
Fatherly house ....
Amen
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Who was Bertha Dudde?
Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter
of a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to
receive pronouncements from God through the `Inner Word'on 15. June
1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts a er devout
prayer. Understandably this o en gave way to doubt and inner conﬂicts
until I was convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these
exquisitely gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other
words, the love of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them
and introduced me to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my
elementary school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a
dictation in a state of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am
told in shorthand, in order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy.
e procedure does not take place in a state of compulsion, for example in
a state of trance or ecstasy, but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind.
However, I have to want it to happen and then I can receive these dictations
voluntarily; they are neither bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gi s of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God
Himself to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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